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Abstract
During the last few decades mobile systems and mobile 
environments are developed rapidly. This development is 
accompanied by a development in mobile applications in many 
fields. With the extensive popularity of mobile devices, huge 
amount of research effort has been attempted towards exploring 
several aspects of mobile computing.Mobile Location-Dependent 
Information Services (LDISs) have become increasingly popular 
in recent years. However, that the   data caching strategies for 
the LDISs have thus far received little attention.In this paper, 
we study the issues of cache replacement for location-dependent 
data under a geometric location model used for predicting the cell 
which will be user’s next move andthe technique of  prefetchine 
the respective data item of that cell  is called as Prediction based 
Caching (PBC). In addition to this two cache replacement policies, 
Least Recently Used (LRU) and Further Away Replacement 
(FAR), are implemented. We conduct a series of experiments 
to study the performance of the proposed and existing caching 
scheme taking hit-ratio as parameter. The experimental results 
show that the proposed location-dependent replacement scheme 
i.e. PBC is very effective and significantly outperform over the 
conventional replacement policies.
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I. Introduction
In the light of many applications such that the stock information, 
traffic conditions, weather reports and most importantly location 
dependent services, that require processing of location dependent 
queries, research has gained much importance inthe applications 
of Location Dependent Data (LDD).The applications using this 
kind of data are called Location Dependent Information Services 
(LDIS) which face a main concern in caching data. A mobile service 
server is expected to concurrently serve many clients. The periodic 
broadcasting is an important method for data dissemination in a 
mobile environment and is also independent of the number of 
users. The caching of frequently accessed data items in location 
dependent environment for making adaptive updates is the better 
method to exploit broadcasting strategy.
Caching frequently accessed data items on the client side is an 
effective technique to improve the system performance in mobile 
environments. LDIS introduces a number of challenges like 
limited cache space, limited bandwidth, limited client transmission 
power, etc. By caching in mobile devices, data availability is 
increased, access speed improved and the need of transmission 
over the wireless channel reduced. To use cache effectively,  
cache replacement policy that works efficiently in case of LDIS 
is required. Traditional cache replacement policies rely on the 
temporal locality of user’s access pattern, to improve the cache 
performance. These are the policies; however, we are not ideal in 
supporting mobile clients. As the mobile clients can move freely 
from one location to another, their access to the pattern not only 
exhibits temporal locality, but also exhibits the spatial locality.

In order to ensure efficient cache utilization, the location 
dependent aspect along with the temporal aspect of the data, 
if applied intelligently in caching the data, is expected to give 
a better performance for accessing data and improving cache 
consistency.

II. Related Work
Caching, frequently accessed data items on the client side, is 
an effective technique to improve the system performance in 
mobile-wireless networks. Due to the cache size limitations, cache 
replacement algorithms ??are used to find a suitable subset of 
items for eviction from  the cache. The cache is a smaller, faster 
memory which exists along with CPU chip on the same- silicon 
wafer and stores the copies of most frequently used data items.  
Cache is a component that transparently stores data so that future 
requests for that data can be served faster. The data which is stored 
within a cache might be the values that have been computed earlier 
or duplicates of original values that are stored elsewhere in the 
mobile unit. If the requested data is contained in the cache (cache 
hit case), that request can be served by simply reading the cache, 
which is comparatively very faster. Otherwise (cache miss case), 
the data has to be recomputed or fetched from its original storage 
location, which is comparatively slower. If the more requests can 
be served from the cache, faster is the overall system performance. 
To be cost effective, caches are relatively very small.
Nevertheless, caches have proven themselves in many areas of 
computing because access patterns in typical computer applications 
have locality of reference. References exhibit temporal locality if 
data is requested again that has been recently requested already. 
The references exhibit spatial locality if data is requested that is 
physically stored close to data that has been requested already.

A. Cache Replacement
Due to the limitations of the cache size, it’s impossible to hold 
all the accessed data items in the cache. As a result, the cache 
replacement algorithms are used to find a suitable subset of data 
items for eviction. The cache replacement algorithms have been 
extensively studied in the context of operating system virtual 
memory management and database buffer management. In this 
context, the cache replacement algorithms usually maximize the 
cache hit-ratio by attempting to cache the items that are most 
likely to be accessed in the future. However, these algorithms may 
not be suitable for mobile-wireless networks due to a number of 
reasons such as:

First, the data items may have different sizes and then the • 
Least Recently Used (LRU) policy needs to be extended to 
handle items of varying sizes.
Second, data items may be constantly updated at the server • 
side. Thus the consistency issue shall be considered. That 
is, data items that tend to be inconsistent earlier should be 
replaced, in the earliest.

Cache replacement is necessary as the cache size of mobile devices 
is always limited and the replacement algorithms will have a 
great effect on the performance of the cache.Cache replacement 
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algorithms proposed in [2, 3], web proxy caching has  been 
widely studied which usually maximize the cache hit ratio by 
caching the items that are most probably accessed in the future. 
But these algorithms cannot be applied directly to mobile data 
caching usually due to limitations on mobile devices such as access 
latency, connectivity, limited power and main memory.
The strategies for replacement of data differ from domain to 
domain. In mobile environments, the replacement decision may 
be based on the following metrics:

Popularity – a value estimating the probability of future • 
access;
Access Cost – a value estimating the energy that is used for • 
content and query submission via a wireless network;
Coherency – the lifetime for data validity based on a predefined • 
TTL (time to live);
Access Time – the time to (re-) access and download the • 
data.

In the following paragraphs we will discuss about some of the 
existing cache replacement strategies namely LFU, LRU, LRU-k 
and FAR
LFU [4] evicts the data item which is used least frequently. LFU 
is based on advanced locality principle. LFU is implemented by a 
heap. It has logarithmic complexity for adding, removing, updating 
the data in heap. This complexity is the main reason for its not 
so practical use.
Least Recently Used (LRU)[4] discards the least recently used 
items first. This algorithm requires keeping track of what was used 
when, which is expensive if one wants to make sure the algorithm 
always discards the least recently used item.
In LRU-K [5] the idea is to keep track of the times of the last K 
references of each data item. LRU-K retains a history of references 
for pages that are not currently present in the memory. Evict that 
page which has the oldest time for Kth reference. LRU uses the 
last time accessed data items, where as the LRU-K looks at the 
last K-times a page was accessed. LRU is unable to differentiate 
between data items that have high or low access frequency.
FAR(Further Away Replacement)[6] depends on the current 
location and the movement direction of mobile clients to take 
cache replacement decisions. Cached data objects are organized 
into two sets. Data objects in the out direction set and data objects 
in the indirection set where the out direction set are always evicted 
first. Eviction in each set is occurred based on data object’s distance 
from the client. FAR just works with the effect of client’s location 
and client’s movement on cache performance and ignoring the 
temporal properties of clients’ access pattern. It is also useless 
when client change direction, frequently, as membership of 
objects will change frequently between the in-direction and the 
out direction sets.

III. Proposed System
In the following paragraphs, we explain different steps involved 
in the system development. In the following fig. 3.1., the block 
diagram of Mobility Prediction method using Data Mining 
Technique[10] is shown.

Fig. 3.1: Block Diagram of Mobility Prediction Method

As stated earlier the data is cached by considering the temporal as 
well as the location-dependent aspects. The query can be answered 
effectively with minimum cost if the available cached data is 
relevant to the data being queried. The data can be made optimally 
available if a better prediction of data is done before-hand at the 
time of caching, the cache replacements can be minimized, thus 
improving the overall performance of the system. In order to get 
this benefit, we (in the thesis-prediction based cache replacement 
in mobile environment)have attempted to implement a prediction 
algorithm so as to create a location prediction profile pattern such 
that the query can be to the maximum be answered from the cached 
data that already exists in the cache.
For example consider the query to determine the nearest hotel 
in the vicinity of the mobile user. If the path of the mobile user 
is cached with prediction of the next moment of the user, by 
observing the previous moves, then a quick answer can be given 
to the location dependent query. Also due to high cache hit ratio 
there will be less of replacement in the cache. The efficiency of 
prediction algorithm decides the performance of cache retrieval 
and replacement policies. Since this algorithm is pertaining to a 
location-dependent scenario the period of broadcast window (‘w’) 
should be suitably small because the user movement is random 
and fast.  The edit distance [11] is specified to be the difference 
between any two consecutive paths in the history of visiting 
paths of mobile user that is obtained from VLR(Visitor Location 
Registry). It serves as the input to the mobility pattern matching 
algorithm. The candidates generated during pattern matching are 
input to the prediction algorithm.
The existing cache replacement policies fail to recognize regular 
client movement patterns and incorporate this into its cache 
replacement decisions. Hence, we implement a system which 
is a prediction algorithm [12] to detect regular client movement 
patterns in order to improve cache replacement decisions. The 
prediction algorithm, in information server, observes the patterns 
from past accesses of the clients to predict what each client might 
access next. In this location prediction, the cell-to-cell transition 
probabilities of a mobile user is calculated by the help of the 
previous inter-cell movements of the user, and then recorded as 
a matrix. The prediction is then used to perform two things:
Available in the cache, then even if the cache becomes full, the 
predicted data item is retained in the cache.
If the predicted data item is not available in the cache, then the 
data item(s) that are predicted are pre fetched. This pre fetching 
of the data items is done so that if the prediction turns to be true 
the data item becomes easily available.

A. Sequential Pattern Mining
Location of a mobile user keeps changing constantly as it moves 
around in a network. As time passes by, new datasets are inserted in 
the database; old datasets are deleted from the database while some 
other datasets are updated in the database. A database consisting 
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of sequences of values or events that change with time is called 
as a time-series database. Different mining techniques have been 
designed for mining time-series data. Basically there are four 
kinds of patterns we can get from various types of time-series 
data which includes Sequential Patterns.

A. System Model
We assume the system model for a mobile computing system as 
the one considered in [10]. In this the mobile users in a particular 
cell having a base station can listen to the broadcast channel to 
know where they are. The movement of a mobile user from its 
home cell to another cell is stored in Home Location Register 
(HLR). Apart from this there is a Visitor Location Register (VLR) 
where the mobile users’ profiles as to where they are located are 
stored. Therefore in the system model considered here the history 
of mobile user’s movements are obtained from the home location 
database. Mobile clients access data objects from information 
servers by issuing queries at a rate of ‘w’ queries per time unit. 
Before sending a query to information server, a client first looks 
in its own cache to see if the queried objects are available. If the 
objects are cached, the query is resolved immediately without the 
need of communicating with the information servers. Otherwise, 
an uplink request is sent to the nearest information server and to 
accommodate the requested data items, cache replacement has to 
be performed. See fig. 2.5.1.

Fig. 2.5.1: Network Coverage Region of Mobile Computing 
System

In our method, we use a directed graph G (Figure2.5.2), where 
the cells in the coverage region are considered to be the vertices 
of G. The edges of G are formed as follows: If two cells, say 
C0 and C2, are neighboring cells in the coverage region (i.e., 
C1 and C2 have a common border) then G has a directed and 
unweighted edge from C1 to C2 and also from C2 to C1. These 
edges demonstrate the fact that a user can move from C1 to C2 
or C2 to C1 directly.

Fig. 2.5.2: Graph of Coverage Region

B. Phases of Prediction Based Cache (PBC) Replacement 
Algorithm

In the first phase of our three-phase algorithm, movement 1. 
data of mobile users is mined for discovering regularities in 
inter-cell movements and calculate support for each UAP. 
These regularities are called mobility patterns.
In the second phase, Mobility rules are extracted from the 2. 
mobility patterns.
In the third phase, the mobility rules, which match the current 3. 
trajectory of a mobile user, are used for the prediction of 
the user’s next movement and caching is done based on this 
prediction.

C. Pseudo-codes
In the following paragraphs we give the Pseudo-codes which realise 
the above mentioned Prediction of the next-cell movement
1. Pseudo-code for the first Phase of Prediction Algorithm: 
UMP (User Mobility Patterns) Mining from UAP’s (User Actual 
Path)
UMPMining()
Input: All the UAPs in the database, D
 Minimum support value, suppmin 
 Coverage Region Graph, G
Output:User Mobility Patterns(UMPs), L

C1. 1 the patterns which have a length of one
K=12. 
L=Ø // Initially the set of large patterns is empty3. 
while C4. k≠ Ø{
for each UAP a5. D{
S={s|s6.  CK and s is a subsequence of a }
// S is the set of candidate length-k patterns which are 7. 
// also subsequence of UAP a8. 
for each s 9.  S{
 s.count= s.count+s.suppInc //increment the support of c and 10. 
s
 }11. 
 }12. 
// choose the candidates which have enough support13. 
Lk={ s | s14. Ck, s.count ≥ suppmin }
// choose the candidates which have enough support15. 
L16. k= L  Lk// and these length-k large patterns to the set of 
all large patterns
//Generate length-(k+1) candidate patterns17. 
C18. k+1 CandidateGeneration(Lk,G),for all c Ck+1 
c.count=0
k= k+119. 
}20. 
return L21. 

2. The Pseudo-code for the Candidate Generation()  function which 
is called by  the  above algorithm, at Line No. 17, is as follows:
CandiadateGeneration()
Input: Length-k large patterns, LK
 Coverage Region Graph G,
Output: Length-(k+1) candidate patterns. Candidates

Candidates=Ø //Initially the candidates set is empty1. 
For each L=<l1,l2, ….., lk>, L 2.  LK{ // for each length-k 
large patterns L
 //determine all the cell which are neighbors of lkin G3. 
N={ v | there is an edge in G such as lk4.  v}
 For each v 5.  N(lk){ //for each of these neighbour cells, v
 // generate a candidate by attaching v to end of L6. 
 C’=<l1,l2, ….., lk,v>7. 
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 // Add C’ to the candidate set8. 
 Candidates 9. Candidates  C’
 }10. 
}11. 
returns Candidates12. 

3. Pseudo-Code for Second Phase of Prediction Algorithm: 
Mobility Rules Generation
 MobilityRules()
 Input: Set of all large patterns
Output: Set of mobility rules
     1.   MobilityRules = Ø
      2.   For each L= <l1 , l2 , l3 ,……, lk > ,           L Є Set of 
large patterns.{
Generate all possible mobility rules
<l1> <l2 . . . lk>
<l1 ,l2> <l3. . . lk>
. . . . . . . . . . . .
<l1 ,l2 , …, lk-1> <lk>
 And store them in MobilityRules
}
return MobilityRules
4. Pseudo-Code for Prediction Based Caching
CachingPBC()
Input:  MobilityRules (returned by the MobilityRules() 
algorithm)
Output: Array used as cache after replacement
1. Check whether cache is full
2. If cache is not full {
3. Store the data items from the predicted  
     cells in the cache.
4.  }
5. else{
6.case 1:
7. if the cache has d.label == “Prediction” then
8.  the data item “d” is replaced by the new 
    prediction if it is not already in the cache
9. break;
10.case 2:
11. if the cache has d.label != “prediction” &&
      d.label == “miss” then
12. the data item “d” is replaced by the data 
     item from the predicted cell
13. break;
14. case 3:
15. if the cache has d.label != “prediction” &&
     d.label != “miss” && d.label == “hit” then
16. the data item “d” is replaced by the data 
     item from the predicted cell
17. break.

IV. Performance

A. Performance Data
The performance results of the three algorithms namely Least 
Recently Used (LRU), Further Away Replacement (FAR) and 
Prediction Based Caching (PBC) are listed below in Table 4.1. 
Performances of the three algorithms are compared by calculating 
the “Hit-Ratio” (Equ.(4.1)) of each algorithm, with different sizes 
of cache.
Hit-Ratio= NOH/NOH+NOM…Eq.(4.1)
where NOH is Number Of Hit and NOM is Number Of Miss. 
Each page of cache is 3.3 KB. The performances of algorithms 

are evaluated by ranging the maximum pages which cache can 
hold i.e from 5 to 10.

Table 4.1: Performance Data (Hit-Ratio)

B. Performance Graph
The plot of “Hit-Ratio” i.e., performance data shown in the above 
table, Table 4.1 is shown below, in Fig. 4.2:

Fig. 4.2: Performnce Graph

Unlike LRU and FAR strategies, the proposed cache replacement 
strategy i.e., PBC, does not get evoked when the cache becomes 
full. It starts working with user’s first movement, that is the reason 
why this strategy provides the better cache replacement than any 
other strategy, which comes into play only when the cache gets 
filled.

V. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a prediction algorithm for the prediction 
of user movements in a mobile computing system. The proposed 
algorithm is based on mining the mobility patterns of users, forming 
mobility rules from these patterns, and finally predicting a mobile 
user’s next movements by using the mobility rules. Through the 
accurate prediction of mobile user movements, our algorithm will 
enable the system to allocate resources to users in an efficient 
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manner, thus leading to an improvement in resource utilization 
and a reduction in the latency in accessing the resources. Another 
benefit of our algorithm will be to enable the system to produce 
more accurate answers to location-dependent queries that refer 
to future positions of mobile users.
We have evaluated the performance of our algorithm by comparing 
the results of other two cache replacement methods with different 
cache sizes, namely Least Recently Used (LRU) and Furthest 
Away Replacement (FAR). In Least Recently Used (LRU), cache 
replacement is based on the access probabilities of the user. In 
Furthest Away Replacement (FAR), cache replacement is based on 
the distances between two points in a network. These two methods 
do not take any historical information into account whenmaking 
cache replacement. When we compare its performance with the 
performance of these two methods, it can be seen that the cache–hit 
ratio obtained with our method is better than thatobserved with 
the above mentioned two methods. Thisresult indicates that our 
method makesmore accurate predictions. Higher hit-ratio values 
indicates that most of its predictions made at each request are 
correct.
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